
Dorman Smith Loadbank Metering kits 
Installation instructions 

KITS: 

Voltage tap-off connection to first meter 
(1 per cableway) 
LBWRPL 

Meter to meter supply cable 
(1 off per additional meter) Meter knockouts are 120mm apart 
TAS-F-MTMSC0.30 - 0.3m long (for meters in adjacent knockouts) 
TAS-F-MTMSC0.50 - 0.5m long (for longer distances between meters) 
TAS-F-MTMSC1.00 - 1.0m long (for longer distances between meters) 
 

Current transformer cable (1 off per outgoing meter) 
TAS-RJ45CC0.50P - 0.5m long (for meters in knockout adjacent to CT) 
TAS-RJ45CC1.00P - 1.0m long (for longer distances from CT to meter) 
TAS-RJ45CC1.50P - 1.5m long (for longer distances from CT to meter) 

5A current transformer connections to 
meter 
(For incomer only) 
LBWRCT 

 

 

Incomer Meter Installation 

Fit incomer interconnections, ensuring CT’s are 
mounted correctly. P1 markings on the CTs must 
face the source of the supply 

Fit LBWRPL tap off harness to busbar interconnec-
tions & neutral bar and route cables to cableway 

Fit LBWRCT harness, (white numbered cables) to 
CT’s and route cables to cableway 

Refit all shrouds 
Secure DIN rail supplied with cableway hinged me-

ter door kit to cableway. 
Mount the fuse holders  and CT adapter on to the 

DIN rail. 
Connect meter supply cables from connections to 

fuse holder 
Connect the CT cables from the CTs to the adapter 

ensuring connections correspond 



Dorman Smith Loadbank Metering kits 
Installation instructions 

Incomer Meter continued 

Remove required knockout from door and mount meter 
Earth hinged door to cableway 
Connect from the CT adapter in the cableway to the   

meter using TAS-RJ45CC1.00P cable supplied with the 
LBWRCT kit. 

Connect from the fuse holder to the meter using the    
TAS-F-MVSC1.00 cable supplied with the LBWRPL kit 

Refer to the instruction sheet supplied with the meter for 
set up details and additional meter information 

Outgoing Meter 

Remove busbar end shroud 
Fit LBWRPL tap off harness to busbars & neutral bar 

and route cables to cableway 
 If cableways with meters are required on both sides of 

the panel then repeat for the other cableway 
Refit busbar end shroud 
Secure DIN rail supplied with cableway hinged meter 

door kit to cableway. 
Mount the fuse holders on to the DIN rail. 
Connect meter supply cables from connections to fuse 

holder 
Mount CTs required on to DIN rail adjacent to their     

outgoing MCCBs 

Remove required knockouts from door and mount meter 
Earth hinged door to cableway 
Use TAS-RJ45CC0.50P cable (supplied separately) to 

connect from the CT to the meter. (Longer cables are 
available) 

Connect from the fuse holder to the  first meter using the 
TAS-F-MVSC1.00 cable supplied with the LBWRPL kit 

Use TAS-F-MTMSC0.30 cables to connect between 
each additional meter. If meters are not in adjacent 
knockouts then longer cables are available (See front 
page) 

Refer to the instruction sheet supplied with the meter for 
set up details and additional meter information 
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NOTE: If an incoming meter is already fitted to the panel then a TAS-F-MTMSCx.xx of required length (see front 
page) can be used to connect to outgoing meters in the same cableway rather than using LBWRPL to tap off the top of the 
busbars 


